The authors discuss the differences of envi~on-meats whexe dialogue translation and textual translation systems might be used. The differences are summarized as clear definition of information and active participations of speakers and hearers in dialogue t~anslation. A new approach to MT, interpretation based approach, is proposed to take the advantages of dialogue translation environments. The approach introduces a layer o/ understanding to MT and can produce less structure bound translations than conventional approaches.
terances, we will avoid the discussion about the difficulties of interfacing the speech recognition part and the linguistic processing part~ which we will certainly encounter in spoken dialogue translation systems. The dialogue trmmlation in this paper is restricted to the translation of dialogues through keyboards, on which ATR is now concern trated. The differences of these two translation systems mainly come from the fact that dialogues of certain types are more goal-oriented than ordinary texts. We will argue that the goal orientedness of dialogues makes dialogue translation systems more feasible than textual translation systems, though they are usually considered much harder.
Differences of Environments
In the current states of the art in machine translation, most researchers may agree that we cannot expect an ideal FAMT system which can translate any linguistic materials in any subject domains. So, at present, what should be discussed about MT systems have to be engineering problems.
We should discuss problems from engineering points of The important consideration is how to design feasible MT systems which can be used in actual, rather specific, translation environments. Different application environments require different technologies. Therefore, the questions we would like to pose in this paper are:
® Which is more feasible in actual application envi~ ronments, dialogu e translation systems or textual translation systems ?
,., ()~m ,ee design a feasible dialogue translation system iu.~t by extending or modifying current MT tech-~,ologies dew'loped exclusively fur textual translation ?
Our an:~wer tothe first question, though it might sound sirs.age, is that diah)gue translation :ffstems of certain ~ype.~; are more feasible than textual translation systems which are ( urrently developed aud connnereially a,vailable.
~i, might b:~' the case that we imagin dialogue translation is ea:;ier, t ecause we have been engaged in developing a t( x£1~d ~,ranslatiou system ~md have recognized many, not o~dy diiiicl,lt but ala~ m~ty a~d dirty problems iu textual tra,slatiou systems ([Nakamura86]).
l~ut ned only because of that, we believe dialogue trans-I~,tioi~ syst:..ms are more feasible, mainly because of the ba~sic diffe~eu(:es of environments where these two tyl)e~; of systems will be used.
We can summarize the differences of environments in wMch th(',e two types of systeuts might be used as fbllows. These two differences make, we claim, dialogue traitslation systems more feasible in actual translation environments, if they are properly designed ibr taking these adwmtages.
Our answer to the s(~ond question is directly derived ti-om the above discussion. That is, in ordel)to take the advantages of dialogue translation, the system organizations should be different ti'om those for textual translation. Mere extension of current Mr[ ` tec|mologies for textual tl:anslation will not result in high quality dialogue translation systems by which ordinary people (:a~t communicate with eact, other.
We will discuss what implications the basic differences of enviroments have in the design of dialogue translation systems and, substantiate the conclusion that i] they are properly designed, cerlain types of dialogue Iranslation syMems, are more feasible, tex:hnically at least, than the text translation systems which are currently available.
3 What should be translated ? [English Translation] Because I would like to go to discotheque with friends, I prefer to stay at a hotel near to Roppongi.
In this example, we can divide the utterance into two.
One is the part which contain important information for hotel reservation, and the other is the part which does not.
Because the location of the hotel which the client wants to stay is important for the task of hotel reservation, the underlined part of the uttrance is important and should be translated as properly as possible.
The other part of the utterance, which gives the l:eason why the client wants to stay at a hotel in a specific region of Tokyo (Roppongi), is less important. Our contention is that these two parts of the utterance should be treated differently in dialogue translation systems.
Note that the English translation given above has a deep case structure completely different from that of the source sentence. The translation contains the verbs to prefer a~nd to slay whose corresponding Japanese verbs do not appear in the source sentence. By truing these kinds of knowledge, the system should be able to distinguish the parts which convey important informational contents extract them and relate them to the repres:entations of the explicit understanding layer.
Architecture of Dialogue Transla.l;ion Systems
It is certainly difficult to capture the important parts of untter~mces and understand them, but if we confine ourselves to a certain restricted task domain, it is much easier than story understandings in general, which A1 re~ searchers have been interested in.
Furthermore, it is easier than developing intelligent dialogue systems which make conversations with lmman users in restricted task domains, for example, to make appropriate hotel reservation. Although those intelligent systems should be able to understand fully the u~r's utterances, a dialogue translation system needs not. The hearer, the receiver of the translated messages may un~ derstand tile speaker's intention. A translation system is only required to provide information sufficient for his understanding. It is desirable but not inevitable for a dialogue tarnslation system to have the ability of recognizing the speaker's plan.
A translation system which extracts intporlaut in/of mutton from source utterances and re-expresses it in the target language can produce less structure bound trans- [Japanese] tsugou-ga-iino (t0 be convenient)-ha roppongi-ni chikai (to be near) hoteru (ho~ tel) desuga.
[Structure bound translation] What is convenient is a hotel near to Roppongi.
As an extreme, we can imagine a system which produces fluent translations only for important parts of utterances but awkward ones for the other parts.
[~:x a]
[Because (to Go Discotheque) Friends] I prefer to stay at a hotel near to Roppongi.
Note that a dialogue translation system needs not understand utterances completely, and so, it needs not understand why the clause 'tomodachi-to disuko-ni ikitai'(I would like to go to discotheque with friends) can be the reason tbr staying at a hotel near to Roppougi. ~lb understand this, a system has to have a lot of real world knowl--edge which is not so closely related with hotel reservation tasks, such as (1)Roppongi is a special region in ~lbkyo where many discothetques exist (2)In order to go to some place, it is preferable to stay at a hotel near to the place (3)If something is preferable, the client tend to .....
etc.
A system which converses intelligently with human to make hotel reservation should have such knowledge and abilities of using it. However, a dialogue translation system has only to provide information to the human partic~ ipants who organize conversation intelligently.
Active Participation of Speakers and Hearers
What should be understood from texts is highly dependent on the intentions of actual writers and readers of texts, but r,either of them is available at the time of trauslation in textual translation.
The same texts would be read by different readers with different intentions who would like to get different sorts of information from the translated texts.
Readers of translated texts are often irritated because they cannot get necessary information for them. We found 
Conclusions
We discussed in this paper the difl'erences of dialogue translation systems and textual translation systerns. Especially, we emphasized the differences of environments where these two types of systems will be used, and dis. 
